Abstract. By a &-graph we will mean a collection of k-element subsets of some fixed set V. A A:-graph can be regarded as a (k -l)-chain on 2y, the simplicial complex of all subsets of V, over the coefficient group Z/2 , the additive group of integers modulo 2. The induced group structure on the {k -1)-chains leads to natural definitions of the coboundary Ô of a chain, the cochain complex of C = {Ck, ô) and the usual cohomology groups Hk(C; Z/2). In particular, it is possible to construct what could be called "higher-order" coboundary operators <5''>, where <5<'> increases dimension by /' (rather than just 1).
Introduction
Among the most fundamental objects occurring in combinatorics are the socalled k-uniform hypergraphs, or k-graphs, for short. A A:-graph is simply a collection of (distinct) A;-element subsets, called edges, of some fixed set V. Because of the great generality of this definition, virtually any problem in combinatorics can be phrased in terms of a corresponding question about an appropriate class of k-graphs. For example, much of the field of Ramsey theory (cf. [GRS90] ) can be interpreted simply as the study of chromatic numbers of certain k-graphs (where the chromatic number of a k-graph is the minimum number of classes into which V can be partitioned so that no edge is contained entirely in one class). For a full discussion of k-graphs, the reader should consult Berge [B89] .
From a somewhat different point of view, k-graphs can also be regarded as (k -l)-chains on 2V, the simplicial complex of all subsets of V, over the coefficient group Z/2, the additive group of integers modulo 2 (so that the orientation of simplices is irrelevant). From this perspective, the induced group structure on the (k -1 )-chains leads to natural definitions of the coboundary à of a chain, the cochain complex C = {Ck, 6} and the usual cohomology groups Hk(C; Z/2). (For an excellent discussion of these concepts, the reader is referred to Munkres [M84] .) In particular, it is possible to construct a class of what could be called "higherorder" coboundary operators <5(/), where <5(i> increases dimension by i (rather than just 1). Thus, if G is a A:-graph then S^G will be a (k + ¿)-graph. These higher order <$(''> were in fact introduced by S. T. Hu [H49, H50, H52] in 1949, who showed that they satisfy all but one of the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for a cohomology theory.
It turns out that in recent work of the authors and R. M. Wilson [CGW89, CG90, CG91 ] investigating aspects of random-like behavior in A:-graphs, these higher-order coboundary operators arose in a natural way, and played an important role in settling several fundamental conjectures there.
In this paper we will develop further properties of these ¿(,), and in particular, compute the corresponding cohomology groups for 2V over Z/2. As will be seen (Theorem 4), these groups depend in a rather subtle way on the arithmetic properties of i, and in particular, on the representation of i to the base 2. We point out that there is a considerable body of work dealing with cohomological aspects of 3-uniform hypergraphs (cf. [MS75, C77, C78, S76, ST81, ML83, Z81, We84, CW86] ). In some sense, our results can be considered as the beginnings of a natural extension of this work to general hypergraphs.
Definitions and basic properties
Let F be a finite set of cardinality \V\ = n , and let (£) denote the family of A>element subsets of V . We denote by Ck = Ck(V) the vector space over Z/2 (the integers modulo 2) generated by the X £ (£). The elements of Ck are called A:-graphs (on V). Thus, each A:-graph G £ Ck can be written as G = Y, *g(X)X where Xg ■ (V) -Z/2 . «<n v ;
We will sometimes write this as G = (V, xg) , or G = G^(n), if we wish to emphasize that G is a A>graph on a set V of n vertices. The elements of E = E(G) := XGl(l) are called the edges of G, and we will also occasionally write G = (V,E). For k < 0 or k > n, Ck consists of the single element 0, the identity element of Z/2. With the convention that (£) consists of the single element 0, the generic element of Co is G{0)= £ Xg^(X)X = xGm(0)0 .
We define G00) to be the 0-graph having Xg«»(0) = 0, so that C?00) = 0 e C0 . Similarly, we define G(,0) to be the (other) 0-graph having #g<°>(0) = 1. Thus, C7J0' = 0 £ Co ■ (This convention will be useful later.) The group addition in Ck satisfies
Xg+G' =Xg + Xg-(mod 2) for G, G' £ Ck .
We will often suppress the dependence of quantities on k when the meaning is clear, e.g., 0 will denote the zero element in Ck for every k . For p > 1, we define the p-coboundary operator S^ : Ck -► Ck+P as follows:
For G = (V, xg) £ Q , ô^F = (V, Xf) e Ck+P where for Y £ (kv+p), (2.1) Xf(Y):= E Xg(X).
(As remarked earlier, ô^ should actually be written ô^ ; we will omit the index k when context makes it clear.) It is easily checked that S^ is a vector space homomorphism, so we have a natural cochain complex (C, S^) on C = (2.2) ...^Ck^Ck+p^...
(cf. Munkres [M84] ). Actually, (2.2) represents p disjoint cochain complexes, depending on the residue class of k modulo p . One of our goals will be to compute the cohomology groups of (C, ¿(p)) over Z/2 (see §5).
Fact 2.1. S^ o ¿(p) = 0 where 0 denotes the map sending everything to the zero element in the corresponding Ck .
Proof. For G = ¿2X€(vk) Xg(X)X eQ.we have
XCYCZ XCZ since (2pp) = 0 (mod 2) for p > 1 . d
More generally, we have the following. For x £ Z, write x = Si>o-x(/)2', x(i) £ {0, 1} , in its usual binary expansion. Define for x, y £ Z, This is a standard result in number theory (e.g., see [GKP89] ). We remark that setting p = 0 in (2.1) shows that ¿(0) is the identity operator, i.e., ¿(0)// = H, a fact we will occasionally use.
Fact 2.3. ¿W o ¿<«) = S<p*9) = ¡âiP+9) if -L Ü> » 0) = ! » \0 otherwise. Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Fact 2.1, except that here we get (f+pq) instead of (2p). Fact 2.2 then implies the desired conclusion, g It also follows from Fact 2.3 that
(2.9)
Remark (2.9) already suggests the dependence of the properties of ô^p) on the form of the binary expansion of p. Our first result (in the next section) will determine the kernel of d{p) when \B(p)\ = 1 , i.e., p = 2' for some t > 0.
3. The kernel of <5{a) : a = 2'
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 1. If a = 2<, t > 0, and \V\ = n > (k + l)a, k > 0, and G = GW(") = (V, Xg) e Ck then (3.10) 8{a)G = Q&G = S^F for some F £ Ck_a .
Remark. (3.10) asserts that the kernel of 3^ is just the image of ôj^_a , i.e., 0 -> Ck_a -> Ck -► Ck+a -► 0 is a short exact sequence. At the end of this section, we give examples showing why some restriction on n is necessary.
Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on k. We first consider the case k = 0.
Considering the two different 0-graphs C700) and G(,0), it is easy to see that only G = G00) satisfies the hypothesis that S^G = 0 (since r5(fl)C7(,0) has edge set (£)). However, G00) = ¿(fl).F(~a), since any such graph F(_a) is 0 by definition. Therefore (3.10) holds for k = 0.
To quell a potentially uneasy feeling about starting the induction at such a trivial level, we next give a direct proof of (3.10) for k = 1 . Let G = (V, E) be a 1-graph with n >2a and assume ¿(a)G = 0.
First, suppose a = 1. Thus, ô(x)G = 0 so that every pair {x,y} c V contains an even number of elements of E. This implies that either E = 0 , in which case G = ¿(I)G0 , or E = V , in which case G = r5(1)G¡ ', which shows that (3.10) holds in this case. Now, suppose a = 2' > 1. If E = 0 then G = 0 = ¿Wirt1-«) sinCe by definition F<'-a> = 0 for a > 1 , and (3.10) holds. If E = V then for \S\ = a+ I, Xówg(s) = \S nE\ = \S\ = I (mod 2), which contradicts the hypothesis that ô^G = 0. So assume 0 ^ E ^ V . In this case, however, it is impossible for \S n E\ = 0 (mod 2) for all S c V with |5| = a + 1 (which is implied by S&G = 0). Thus, (3.10) holds for k = 1.
We now assume that (3.10) holds for all values less than some fixed k > 2, and G is A:-graph on n > a(k + 1) vertices satisfying ¿(a)C = 0.
Let A c V be a fixed (arbitrary) subset of V with \A\ = a = 2', and let
If we prove that G' = S^F' then we have
and (3.10) holds.
Note that no edge of G' contains A , since any such edge X of G has X\A as an edge of G(A), and so is cancelled in G' = G + ôi-a)G(A).
So we may henceforth assume that this normalization has been made, and therefore that (3.11) G has no edge containing A .
Observe that for all B c A, X is an edge of G(B) if and only if B u X is an edge of G. Define fa) := ô^\y. That is,
Ye ( Then, since G = ¿Z0¿c^a ¿ ° Gic) > Xg(X) = xg(X) = ^^cffl On the other hand, consider the right-hand side of (3.20) for B U X, i.e., There are a variety of examples known to show that some size restriction on n is necessary in order for the conclusion of Theorem 1 be valid. One such family of examples is the following. Define V = {xx,x2}UZ/2'+x forr>l, G = C7(2'+1) = (V,E) with the edge set E = {xjU{i+I,... ,i + 2'}\j =1,2 and i£l/2t+x} .
Thus, G has 2'+2 edges, each of which is a (2' + l)-set in K. A simple calculation shows that ¿(2,)C7 = 0. However, G ^ ¿(2'>C7(1) for any 1-graph GiX) since no (2'+ l)-graph of the form <J(2)G(1) can have exactly 2i+2 edges.
The kernel of ô(a) : general a
In this section we complete our analysis of ker<5(a). In order to do this, we require an auxiliary result, of interest in its own right. Theorem 2. Suppose ax,a2, ... , ar>0 and G¡ is a (k -a,)-graph on V with \V\ = n> \(k+l)2. Then r (4.25) E 3{a')Gi = ° ** there exist KU = KJ' such that ¿=i (4.26) ô{a')Gi = Y,ô{a'Vaj)KU ■ j jiti Proof. The proof will be a multiple induction on r, J2¡ a¡ and ^ • The desired conclusion holds for r = 1 by Theorem 1. Also, Theorem 2 is immediate for k = 0, so we will always assume henceforth that k > 1. We will first require several facts which will be proved under our induction hypotheses. where Ff has edge set {e U {v}\e £ E(F¡)}, and ô := ô^\y as given in (3.12).
Proof. It is straightforward to verify (4.28) for the two possible cases, namely, edges which belong to V, and edges of the form e' U {v} , e' c V. a Our next step will be to "normalize" the statement of Theorem 2. We first claim that it is enough to prove Theorem 2 in the case that all the a, are distinct. To see this, assume Theorem 2 holds in this case, and suppose a, = a¡ for some i < j. Thus, by hypothesis SM{Gi + Gj)+ E ¿(a']Gi = 0. Ô^Gx=YJS(2'ya'-1')WXl+8^K i>\ for some K. We now apply the induction hypothesis of Theorem 2 (for a smaller value of k, namely k -2t), and conclude there exist U¡j , 0 < i < j < r, with Thus, we may assume in the proof of Theorem 2 that a¡ = 2bi with 0 < bx < bi < ■ ■ ■ < br. We now return to the main line of the proof. (4.63) + E ô{a'+ai+2,)z\'} + ô{-ai+a'-X)W+ 7*1,' resta,-1) + y* ¿(a,+aj-l)x+ + y^ S{a,+a'+2'-x)Z{t)+ +Ô{2a--X)T+ . Proof " =>" The lower bound (which is actually rather generous) comes from that of Theorem 2, since S^G is a (k + a)-graph. Fact 4.1 gives the desired implication.
" <=" Immediate, using Fact 2.3. D Perhaps one could characterize those G satisfying S^G = 0 but with G ( 65(a S2'Kt.
THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS H^'q
Given a portion of the (generalized) chain complex at Ck :
it is natural to ask about the cohomology group H^'q := kerá^/imá^ . Here, we assume that B(p) n B(q) ^ 0 , i.e., the binary expansions of p and q share a common one, since otherwise we can have <5(p)(r5(a)(-)) ^ 0, i.e., im <5(p) c ker<5(a), so that Hpk,q is not well defined. It is easy to see under this assumption that Hpk'q Su (TL/2)d{P <q'<k^ where d(p, q; k) is the dimension of the quotient space kerr5(o)/im()(p) (with ker¿(9) and im ô^p) considered as vector spaces over Z/2). Thus, we need to compute the dimensions of ker<5(9) and im <5(p). In order to do this, we need to introduce the following class of matrices W = WryS. For a fixed «-set V, the rows and columns of W are indexed by the sets (vrj and (v) These inclusion matrices occur commonly in algebraic combinatorics (e.g., see [K72, GJ73, GLL80, LR81, F90, Wi*] ). What will be of interest to us is the mod 2 rank wr<s of W (i.e., the rank of the integer matrix W over Z/2). This was first determined by Linial and Rothschild [LR81] . Subsequently, Wilson [Wi*] determined the (mod p) rank of W for every prime p , and expressed the rank iyjrJ in a form which will be especially convenient for our purposes (a very elegant proof also appears in Frankl [F90] ). As an immediate consequence, we have Fact 5.1. dim(imS^) = wktk_p.
Our main effort will be in determining dim(kerr5({?)). To begin, write B(q) = {qx < q-i < ■ ■ ■ < qr}, so that q = Yfi=l 2q' . Form the matrix W* by concatenating the r matrices Wkk_1!,¡ , 1 < i < r, i.e., W* = Wlc>k_2,lrVkík_2n---Wk!k_2q, .
It is not hard to see that by Theorem 3, (5.65) dim(kerá(a)) = rank2IF* (where rank2 denotes the mod 2 rank). Now by inclusion-exclusion we have rankjW^* =Ett,*,*-2* -J2wk.k-*'-XJ + ¿Z wk,k-2"¡-2"J-2( and 0 if t = 0.
In particular, we obtain
summed over all i such that B(q)dB(i) ^ 0 . By Fact 5.1, we need to express wk k_p in a similar form. This is given by (5.68):
summed over all i with B(p) ç B(i).
We can now put everything together for the main result of this section. then by (5.70) and (5.71), we simply have to keep track of the coefficients of {{kit) -ik-t-i)) in the sums for dim(ker<5(«>) and dim(im ¿W).
Since by hypotheses, B(p) n B(q) ^ 0, then it is easy to see that the only indices i which contribute to the sum satisfy (5.73). D Condition (5.73) can be expressed in words as saying that in the binary expansions of p, q and i, some 0 of i corresponds to a 1 of p, and some 1 of i corresponds to a 1 of q . Of course, if p = q = 2' then no such / exists, so that the sum in (5.72) is empty, d(p, q; k) = 0, and Hpk'q is trivial (as we already know by Theorem 1).
Applications
In this section are describe several applications of the preceding ideas, which in fact provided some of our initial motivation for investigating cohomological aspects of hypergraphs.
To begin with, given a k-graph G = (V, E) we define the multiplicative edge function p = pG : Vk -> {1, -1} by setting -1 if {xi, ... ,xk} £E, nix VÏ-J-1 if{*i.-.. P(xx,... ,xk)-j { otherwise With | V\ = n , we define the deviation of G, denoted by dev G, by (6.74) devC7:=-^ £ T\ p(vx(ex), ... , vk(ek)) .
It turns out that dev G is a fundamental invariant of a A:-graph G, and gives in many ways a quantitative measure of how much G behaves like a "random" A:-graph Gx¡2 on V (e.g., one in which each A>set X £ (£) is selected independently with probability 1/2 to be an edge of GXß). In particular, 0 < dev G < 1 always holds, and the closer dev G is to 0, the more like a random A:-graph G is. Families of A:-graphs G^k\n) for which dev G^k\n) -► 0 as n -> oo are called quasi-random. (For a fuller discussion of these ideas, the reader can consult [CGW89, CG90, CG91] .)
In [CG91] , it was important to characterize those A:-graphs G^ with the largest possible deviation, i.e., satisfying (6.75) devG<*> = l.
The following result gives such a characterization.
Theorem 6. dev G(k) = 1 if and only if £(*)=£<)(<)#(*-«) /=i for some choice of (k -ifgraphs K^k~'^, I < i < k.
For a proof, see [CG91] . One property a quasi-random family of A:-graphs G(k)(n) = (V", E"), n -> oo, satisfies is the following. For any fixed Ac-graph H(k\m) = (V, E), the number #{H^(m) < G^(n)} of maps a : V -» Vn such that X £ E «• k(X) £E", X £(vk), satisfies #{HW(m) < G{k)(n)} = (l+ o(l))nm/2tt) , n-+oo.
In other words, all A:-graphs on a fixed number m of vertices occur (asymptotically) equally often as induced subgraphs of G(k\n) as n -► oo . In fact, it is shown in [CG91] that if this holds for all H^(2k) on 2A: vertices, then it holds for all //(¿)(m) for any fixed m. Furthermore, the value 2A" is critical, in the sense that there exist non-quasi-random families G^(n) for which (6.76) #{H^(s)<G{k)(n)} = (l + o(l))ns/2(0 , n^oo, for all s < 2k-I.
One way of constructing such families for the case s = 2k -I, when k ^ 2U for any a, is the following.
For 1 < t < k -I, choose a "random" i-graph GJ'L on a set Vn of size n , i.e., each i-set X £ (^") is designated as an edge of g['}2 independently with probability 1/2. Define (6.77) G^W^S^Gf-^n).
(=i Theorem 7 [CG91] . For almost all choices of G\']/2(n), G(k)(n) satisfies (6.76).
In the case that k = 2', a slight extension of this construction gives the required family (see [CG91] for details).
Concluding remarks
It would be natural to investigate the corresponding results for more general coefficient groups, e.g., Z/p or Z, as opposed to Z/2, which is the simplest choice (and the one for which we had natural applications). A good beginning in this direction has very recently been taken by Dale Darrow, to whom we also wish to thank for a careful reading of an earlier draft of this paper. It would appear that the continuation of these investigations in the directions of the work of Cameron [C77, C78] and others (who dealt with the case k = 3) looks quite promising.
